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When a geeky girl hooks a haughty earl on Angry Birds, it's
anything but a typical romance An avid gamer, Jamie Marten
loves to escape into online adventure. But when she falls
through an antique mirror into a lavish bedchamber-200 years
in the past!-she realizes she may have escaped a little too
far. Micah Axelby, Earl of Dunnington, has just kicked one
mistress out of his bed and isn't looking to fill it with anotherleast of all this sassy, nearly naked woman who claims to be
from the future. Yet something about her is undeniably
enticing... Jamie and Micah are worlds apart. He's a peer of
the realm. She can barely make rent. He's horse-drawn.
She's Wi-Fi. But in the game of love, these two will risk
everything to win. Celebrate the 80th birthday of Regency
Romance with great books from Sourcebooks Casablanca!
Geek Girls series: The Geek Girl and the Scandalous Earl
(Book 1) Geek Girls Don't Date Dukes (Book 2) Kiss the Earl
(Book 3) Praise for Gina Lamm: "Irreverent and sexy
romp."-Publishers Weekly "Snappy writing and characters
who share a surprising, spicy chemistry."-RT Book Reviews
"Gina Lamm writes excellent [time travel romance] with
humor and great storytelling."-Books Like Breathing
Visiting the Black Elkhorn Lodge and Resort is Mia Evans’s
last option. She’s bordering on a nervous breakdown.
Everyone in her life she thought she could count on deserted
her. And, to make matters worse, she has the foulest case of
writer’s block in the history of the world. She figures getting
herself out of the prison her apartment in Chicago has
become will help jar her life and her writing out of the rut they
are in. But she isn’t prepared for the surly, sexy cowboy –
who looks like her every dark fantasy come alive – riding into
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her life on his trusty steed. Cole Stewart only loved one
woman in all his thirty-five years, until he lost her forever and
swore he would never love another. Since then he’s had a
revolving door with the subs at his lifestyle club Cuffs &
Spurs, all with the unwritten rule that he doesn’t get involved
or do relationships of any kind, period. That is, until Mia
Evans, the burned-out, anxiety ridden author, needing to get
away from her real life, nearly runs him over with her car.
Seeing the haunted expression in her gaze and a body he
craves, the Dom in him knows he must have her, must taste
her and feel her writhing beneath him. But will he be willing to
risk his heart for the untamed passion he finds in her arms?
Publisher’s Note: This steamy romance contains elements of
power exchange.
Rayna Thompson’s entire life is a lie. She avoids
relationships as if they were the plague – mainly because the
people who get close to her wind up dead. And yet her
newest next door neighbor, the sexy, stoic Jack Stone, is
making her want to break all her rules. The problem is, he’s a
cop, and she doesn’t know how long it will take before her
past catches up to her and all her secrets are revealed. Jack
believes in law and order. He keeps his work life separate
from his personal life. Not that he has much of a personal life
as a Detective with the Jackson Hole Police Department;
most of it is relegated to the private lifestyle club where he is
a member. However, during his latest assignment, he begins
to blur the lines between professional and personal. Rayna
pushes each of his boundaries and makes him question
everything he knows about the law and what he’s willing to
do for love. Will their newfound relationship survive when her
past comes back to haunt them? Publisher’s Note: This
steamy, suspense-filled contemporary romance contains
themes of power exchange. While it is part of the best-selling
Cuffs & Spurs series, it can be read and enjoyed as a
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standalone.
His Scandalous LoveBlushing Books
Carter Jones is a fairly simple man. He loves his ranch, his
horses, and dominating women in the bedroom. He's the
owner and founder of the exclusive Cuffs and Spurs Club in
Jackson Hole, Wyoming, yet for the past year Carter has
achieved something of a monk's status within the ranks of his
club. And all because of Jenna, a woman he had an
unforgettably sensual week with a year ago, who then
vanished from his life without a trace and left him reeling.
When he discovers Jenna practically on his doorstep, Carter
moves heaven and earth to draw her back into his life. Only
she has a scandalous secret, one that upends his life
completely. Can he forgive her for the secrets she kept? Or
will the mistrust tear them apart – forever this time?
Cora Roberts has a plan: move to a new town and make a
better life for herself and her son. As a single mom, she’s not
looking for a relationship of any kind. But then she never
expected to have the sexy Garrett offer her a night of
uninhibited pleasure with no strings attached. Garrett Brooks
never expected Cora’s surrender to his touch to be so sweet
– or tempt him to want more than just a single night with her.
But as he pursues a deeper relationship with Cora, a threat
from his past emerges. Will Garrett be able to tempt Cora with
his love, or will outside forces tear them apart? Publisher’s
Note: This steamy romance contains elements of power
exchange. While it’s the fifth book in the Cuffs & Spurs
series, it can be read and enjoyed as a standalone.
The opportunity of a lifetime… Genevieve Holt headed to New
Orleans to interview with one of the top advertising agencies
in the country. It’s one of her most cherished dreams – to
become an advertising executive before she hits thirty-five.
She figured she would tackle the interview, and celebrate by
spending a few days enjoying the fabulous French Quarter.
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She never expected to wind up stuck in her pajamas on the
eleventh floor of her hotel while it was on fire. Or that she
would be rescued by the hottest firefighter she had ever met,
and experience the most erotic night of her life in his arms.
But all actions have consequences… Firefighter Killian Raveau
loves his job. It doesn’t hurt that in his profession, women
throw themselves at him. He never lacks for female company
if he wants it. And yet, there was a one-night stand that he
wishes had developed into more. Then again, it could just be
that he is at a crossroads professionally, and unsure of the
direction he should proceed. When that same woman
appears on his doorstep three months later and drops a
bombshell, totally upending his life, it leaves him rethinking all
of his priorities. Can Killian convince Gen to turn their one
night into forever? Or will Gen’s strict dating policies get in
the way?
Everyone has at least one secret. And Phoebe Lancaster's
could ruin her life. If the intimate photographs of her with her
college lover, Carter Jones, ever came to light, it could end
her grandfather's polical career. That's why she'll do anything
to get them back, even if it means seeing Carter again.
? Der maskierte Mann hat sich mir offenbart. Jetzt habe ich
zwei Wochen, um eine Entscheidung zu treffen. Zwei
Wochen, bis er mein Herz in winzige Stücke zertrümmert.
Denn er war nicht allein mit seinem Wunsch, mich zu
erobern. Es gab noch einen anderen. Einen anderen, der
mich berührte. Der mir Lust schenkte. Der meine
Unterwerfung verlangte. Jetzt verlangen sie beide, dass ich
mich zwischen ihnen entscheide. Ich würde lieber
entzweigerissen werden.
Carter Jones is a fairly simple man. He loves his ranch, his
horses, and dominating women in the bedroom. He's the
owner and founder of the exclusive Cuffs and Spurs Club in
Jackson Hole, Wyoming, yet for the past year Carter has
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achieved something of a monk's status within the ranks of his
club. And all because of Jenna, a woman he had an
unforgettably sensual week with a year ago, who then
vanished from his life without a trace and left him reeling.
When he discovers Jenna practically on his doorstep, Carter
moves heaven and earth to draw her back into his life. Only
she has a scandalous secret, one that upends his life
completely. Can he forgive her for the secrets she kept? Or
will the mistrust tear them apart - forever this time?
Publisher's Note: This contemporary romance is the first in
Anya's exciting new Cuffs and Spurs series. It contains
explicit themes and elements of power exchange.
Él usaba una máscara. Me tocó como si pudiera leerme la
mente, como si conociera mis fantasías más oscuras y
ocultas. Me ordenó mi rendición completa. Le entregué todo.
Todavía no sé su nombre. Solo sé que tiene un secreto
capaz de destruirme.
“One of the most interesting scholars working at the
intersection of deconstruction and psychoanalysis.”
—Rebecca Comay, University of Toronto For the Love of
Psychoanalysis is a book about what exceeds or resists
calculation—in life and in death. Elizabeth Rottenberg
examines what emerges from the difference between
psychoanalysis and philosophy. Part I, “Freuderrida,”
announces a non-traditional Freud: a Freud associated not
with sexuality, repression, unconsciousness, and
symbolization, but with accidents and chance. Looking at
accidents both in and of Freud’s writing, Rottenberg
elaborates the unexpected insights that both produce and
disrupt our received ideas of psychoanalytic theory. Whether
this disruption is figured as a foreign body, as traumatic
temporality, as spatial unlocatability, or as the death drive, it
points to something neither simply inside nor simply outside
the psyche, neither psychically nor materially determined.
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Whereas the close reading of Freud leaves us open to the
accidents of psychoanalytic writing, Part II, “Freuderrida,”
addresses itself to what transports us back and limits the
openness of our horizon. Here the example par excellence is
the death penalty and the cruelty of its calculating decision. If
“Freuderrida” insists on the death penalty, if it returns to it
compulsively, it is not only because its calculating drive is
inseparable from the history of reason as philosophical
reason; it is also because the death penalty provides us with
one of the most spectacular and spectacularly obscene
expressions of Freud’s death drive. “Brilliant, pathbreaking,
witty, and lucidly argued” (Elissa Marder, Emory University),
this book will be essential reading for anyone interested in
Freud, Derrida, and the many critical debates to which their
thought gives rise.
A LADY'S MISSION . . . Known for her beauty and boldness,
Abigail MacGregor must preserve her clan's dangerous
secret: that her mother is the true heir to the English Crown. If
the wrong people find out, it will mean war for her beloved
Scotland. To keep peace, she embarks for London,
unprepared for the treachery that awaits-especially from her
wickedly handsome escort. He is the enemy, but his slow,
sensuous kisses entice her beyond reason . . . A
WARRIOR'S TEMPTATION General Daniel Marlow, loyal
knight and the kingdom's most desirable hero, would rather
be on the battlefield than transporting a spoiled Highland lass.
But Abby MacGregor is unlike any woman he's ever met, in a
ballroom or in his bedroom. Captivated by her daring spirit
and seduced by her lovely innocence, Daniel must choose
between betraying his queen or giving up the woman who
would steal his country-and his traitorous heart.
Mason Stewart is in a pickle. He and his brother are the coowners of the Black Elkhorn Lodge and Resort. Their dream
stands at the precipice of utter ruin because their previous
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chef embezzled every last dime of savings they had for the
lodge. In a last ditch effort to save his business from the brink
of annihilation, Mason hires a new chef for their restaurant;
sight unseen. Nothing can prepare him for Emily, the redhaired siren who waltzes into his resort, carting a set of chef
knives and demanding to see her new kitchen. She
challenges his authority. She inflames his every wicked
desire. She is everything he has ever wanted. And he can’t
touch her. He’s her boss. And it would be wrong to give in to
the incendiary heat between them... wouldn’t it? Publisher’s
Note: This contemporary romance is the second installment
of the Cuffs & Spurs series but can be enjoyed as a standalone. It contains explicit scenes and elements of power
exchange.

He’s the billionaire she should resist… …but he’s the
billionaire she’s bound to! Hotel tycoon Lukas
Blackstone is shocked to learn he has an orphaned
nephew—and infuriated by the electricity sizzling
between him and his nephew’s guardian, Bronte!
Despite their powerful attraction, Lukas knows to
steer clear of Bronte—he learned the hard way that
family life isn’t for him. But when the sensational fire
between them ignites, the dramatic consequences
will tie them together—forever… Experience the
intense chemistry of this pregnancy romance!
Layla Walker never imagined living in Jackson Hole
until she inherited her grandfather’s veterinary
practice. But at least there’s a lifestyle club available
where she can get her so-not-vanilla needs met. And
yet, there isn’t a single cowboy at the club who
makes her stop and take notice… until the night she
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gets called in for an emergency at Hunt Trail Rides
and she runs into the owner. He’s big and brawny,
looking more like a throwback to a Scottish raider
than a modern-day cowboy. And then there’s the
little fact that he kisses her brainless in under five
seconds. That had to be a world record, at least in
her book. Alex Hunt keeps women at a distance. It’s
not that he doesn’t partake of the bountiful
submissives at his lifestyle club – he does – but he
doesn’t let them get close. Abandoned by his
mother as a child, now in his mid-thirties, he’s
resigned himself to living the bachelor life… until one
sexy hot veterinarian waltzes into his barn and helps
save his foaling mare. Now he’s had a taste of
heaven in a kiss that should have never happened,
and he can’t help but want more of her seductive
embrace. And he will stop at nothing to draw her into
his world – and his bed. But there’s a thin line
between love and lust, fear and trust. Will Layla be
able to let go of her fear and trust Alex? Or will she
run away and prove to him that women can’t be
trusted to stay? Publisher’s Note: This steamy
romance contains elements of power exchange.
While it’s the sixth book in the Cuffs & Spurs series,
it can be read and enjoyed as a standalone.
Nunca supe que el amor podía ser así. Dos
amantes. Intenso. Apasionado Demandante. Hice mi
elección. Lo único que puedo hacer ahora es
mantener la esperanza. Esperar que los hombres
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que amo puedan aceptar. Esperanza por ser
redimida. Esperar que esta obsesión no nos
destruya a los tres.
Der Mann mit der Maske - Die Manor Reihe - 1 Er
trug eine Maske. Er berührte mich, als könne er
meine Gedanken lesen, als kenne er meine tiefsten,
dunkelsten Fantasien. Er verlangte vollkommene
Hingabe. Ich gab ihm alles. Ich kenne noch immer
nicht seinen Namen. Ich weiß nur, dass er ein
Geheimnis hat, das in der Lage ist, mich zu
zerstören. Entzweigerissen - Die Manor Reihe - 2
Der maskierte Mann hat sich mir offenbart. Jetzt
habe ich zwei Wochen, um eine Entscheidung zu
treffen. Zwei Wochen, bis er mein Herz in winzige
Stücke zertrümmert. Denn er war nicht allein mit
seinem Wunsch, mich zu erobern. Es gab noch
einen anderen. Einen anderen, der mich berührte.
Der mir Lust schenkte. Der meine Unterwerfung
verlangte. Jetzt verlangen sie beide, dass ich mich
zwischen ihnen entscheide. Ich würde lieber
entzweigerissen werden. Gerettet Durch Liebe - Die
Manor Reihe - 3 Ich wusste nicht, dass Liebe so sein
kann. Zwei Liebhaber. Intensiv. Leidenschaftlich.
Fordernd. Ich habe meine Wahl getroffen. Das
Einzige, das ich jetzt noch tun kann, ist hoffen.
Hoffen, dass die Männer, die ich liebe, es
akzeptieren können. Hoffen, erlöst zu werden.
Hoffen, dass uns diese Obsession nicht alle drei
zerstört.
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El hombre enmascarado se reveló ante mí. Ahora
tengo dos semanas para decidir. Dos semanas
hasta que él destroce mi corazón y lo deje en
pedazos. Porque él no era el único que deseaba
reclamarme. Había otro. Otro que me había tocado.
Que me había dado placer. Que había demandado
mi rendición. Ahora ambos demandaban que
escogiera a uno. Preferiría estar desgarrada en dos.
She knows his incredible secret. She marries him
anyway. But will his secret be the death of her?
When Pamela marries Hunter, her happiness is
complete. Then his revenge-seeking ex-wife from
the future invades her life. His ex uncovers evidence
that Hunter broke the law again and will use it to rip
him from Pamela. Her only option is to time travel to
the future with Hunter and help him prove his actions
were justifiable. Once there, Pamela is thrust into a
world beyond her imagination. A world full of
amazing technology, soul-crushing obstacles, and a
bitter ex-wife who’s determined to prove Hunter’s
guilt and settle an old score. She’ll break up
Pamela’s marriage by any means necessary, even if
means death. Pamela must not only fight for Hunter
but also her life. Will she survive? Blue Love Song is
the second book in a time travel romance series.
Buy it today and discover how love can move
heaven, earth, and even hell.
The illegitimate daughter of a decadent Lord, the
lovely Caroline Dutton has worked hard to become a
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successful London dressmaker and is content to
answer to no man. That is until a devastatingly
handsome Duke walks into her shop with the most
outrageous demand. The new Duke of Ryland
cursed his fate and his philandering great uncle. To
collect his inheritance, he must turn the old Duke's
three by-blow offspring into proper ladies and marry
them off. Two are mere children, but Caroline Dutton
is all woman—a headstrong beauty he can't help
wanting to seduce. Now ensconced in Ryland's
country estate, Caroline is being called a Lady and
readied for the marriage mart during the next London
season. Her dowry is large, her past overlooked, and
her prospects bright... except she is breathlessly,
madly drawn to the one man who is sweeping her
toward scandal—and the sweet satisfaction her heart
demands.
With this ring… They’re temporarily wed! Heiress Jane
Dryer will do anything to escape her controlling father
and the life of domestic drudgery he decrees—even elope
with the handsome stranger she meets in a speakeasy!
Wealthy railroad owner David Albright needs a
temporary wife and Jane needs her independence, so
the plan is to marry, then walk away. Only very soon,
their fake marriage feels seductively real!
One seductress. Two firemen. One Christmas night to
remember. On Christmas day, Hannah finds herself
home alone, believing her boyfriend and the love of her
life has forgotten her. Yet Brady has a special gift for
Hannah: one night in which to experience her naughtiest
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fantasy – a night with Brady and his best pal, Gavin. Will
this one night of ecstasy turn into something magical?
Publisher’s Note: This steamy Cuffs & Spurs holiday
novella can be enjoyed independently and contains
elements of power exchange.
Articulate and intelligent, Augusta Peabody avoids
Society's censure by secretly publishing her political
essays under the pen name "Firebrand." But despite all
outward efforts to behave like a proper lady, she's set off
the Earl of Dunham with her latest article decrying the
use of child labor in the northern coal mines. Bored with
life as a rake, Dunham decides to take up Firebrand's
cause, never dreaming that the reclusive writer is the
headstrong young lady with whom he's constantly
clashing. When the truth comes out, Augusta reluctantly
allows Dunham to help her investigate the gentleman
she suspects is kidnapping children, and accidentally
ignites new passions that could destroy them both if their
cunning enemy has his way. REVIEWS: "...cleverly
plotted tale with sparkling wit and irresistible romance."
~RT magazine SCANDALOUS SECRETS SERIES, in
order The Banished Bride Lady of Letters The Major's
Mistake LESSONS IN LOVE, in series order The Defiant
Governess Second Chances The Storybook Hero
Pregnant with the Italian’s child Aristocratically arrogant
Cesare di Mondave dazzled Carla Charteris when he
swept into her life. It wasn’t long before the brooding
Italian stole her innocence, and her heart. Realizing
she’d never be more than a mistress was devastating,
but Carla couldn’t deny herself one last night in
Cesare’s arms… When Cesare discovers the shocking
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consequences, a thrill of possession runs through him.
To claim his heir, it’s imperative Carla accepts his
proposal—but she defiantly refuses! Now Cesare must
use every sinfully seductive skill he has to convince
Carla he wants her in the bedroom and at the altar!
"I play by the rules, but they're my rules." Poppy
Silverton is as untouched as the leafy English village
where she runs a tearoom. But her home, her livelihood
and her innocence are under threat…. Rafe Caffarelli is a
mouthwatering specimen of Mediterranean manhood.
He's a playboy billionaire and determined to buy Poppy's
historic dower house. Poppy will not give up the only
thing that remains of her childhood and family. She'll
fight Rafe—and her attraction to him—all the way. And be
the first woman to say "no" to a Caffarelli!
She's pregnant…and working with her ex! PR whiz Cady
Collins's personal and professional lives both
desperately need a reboot. So when millionaire Beckett
Ballantyne decides to rebrand his company, Cady is
determined to land the job. The only complication is her
romantic history with her devilishly handsome boss,
whose smoldering blue-eyed gaze still makes her swoon.
And the only complication with that is the fact she's
already pregnant! Beck doesn't mind that he's not the
baby's father—he only knows he burns for the mom-to-be.
But when a media misunderstanding leads to a fake
engagement, will Beck end the Valentine's Day charade
or play for keeps? Reunited…and Pregnant is part of The
Ballantyne Billionaires series.
Scandal begins with just one kiss... Aurora Paxton was
once the belle of the ball, the most sought-after
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debutante of the season—until a scandalous mistake
ruined her. Shunned by her family, Rory was banished to
the country to live in disgrace. Now she’s been
summoned back to London by her stepmother, who is
being blackmailed by the least likely person Rory can
imagine: Lucas Vale, Marquess of Dashell. Lucas is
someone Rory’s known for years—a man as
devastatingly handsome as he is coldly disapproving of
her. What in the world could he want from her or her
family? Rory intends to find out as soon as she comes
face to face with her old foe. What she never expects,
however, is that the icy aristocrat has a soft spot for
her—and a secret plan to redeem her status. Could it be
that Lucas has been in love with Rory all along. . .and
has finally found a way to win her heart? The
Scandalous Flirt by Olivia Drake is a sweeping Regency
romance you won't be able to put down! The Cinderella
Sisterhood series is: "Beautiful." - RT Book Reviews
"Breathtaking." - Night Owl Reviews "Magical." - Once
Upon a Romance
The consequence he must claim! Eloise Dean was an
innocent in every way, until she met Vito Viscari! The
charismatic Italian tycoon swept her off her feet and into
his bed, promising her unimaginable pleasure. But as
she reveled in his seduction, Eloise had no idea he could
never be hers… Duty to another forced Vito to end his
and Eloise's scorching nights together, but he cannot put
her from his mind. Months later, desire drives him back
into her arms. Only then does he discover the shocking
truth: Eloise is carrying his heir. Vito sees just one way
forward—to legitimize his love-child with a vow!
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The entertainment world lost many notable talents in
2018, including movie icon Burt Reynolds, “Queen of
Soul” Aretha Franklin, celebrity chef and food critic
Anthony Bourdain, bestselling novelist Anita Shreve and
influential Chicago blues artist Otis Rush. Obituaries of
actors, filmmakers, musicians, producers, dancers,
composers, writers, animals and others associated with
the performing arts who died in 2018 are included. Date,
place and cause of death are provided for each, along
with a career recap and a photograph. Filmographies are
given for film and television performers. Books in this
annual series are available dating to 1994—a subscription
is available for future volumes.
Er trug eine Maske. Er berührte mich, als könne er
meine Gedanken lesen, als kenne er meine tiefsten,
dunkelsten Fantasien. Er verlangte vollkommene
Hingabe. Ich gab ihm alles. Ich kenne noch immer nicht
seinen Namen. Ich weiß nur, dass er ein Geheimnis hat,
das in der Lage ist, mich zu zerstören.
Meghan Mallory has a plan for her life and it does not
involve falling in love. She doesn’t have the time nor the
inclination. She’s too busy trying to save the world. But
when a freak snowstorm puts her in the path of a man
she has secretly been fascinated with for years, she is
forced to reconsider her stance on dating. Spencer is
rude and obnoxious with his bad boy swagger but then
he rescues her when she gets stranded on the side of
the road, like a knight in tarnished armor, and sweeps
her away to his house to ride out the blizzard. Spencer
Collins likes his life just fine, thank you very much. As the
owner of the lifestyle club Cuffs & Spurs in Jackson Hole,
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he has a bevy of available subs who are his to command
– not that any of them have held his interest in longer
than he can remember. When his best friend’s sister-inlaw gets herself into trouble, Spencer heads out to
rescue the little brat who is in need of a firm hand. But he
never expects to be forced to confront the incendiary
heat that has always existed between them. As the storm
rages around them, they surrender to a passion hotter
than the sun. Now that he has felt her surrender,
Spencer attempts to lure Meghan into his world. But will
they let go of their pasts or will they allow secrets to
destroy them? Publisher’s Note: This steamy
contemporary romance contains elements of power
exchange. While it is part of the bestselling Cuffs &
Spurs series, it can be read and enjoyed as a
standalone.
Welcome to Cuffs & Spurs… In the city of Jackson Hole,
Wyoming, at the edge of civilization, is the Cuffs & Spurs
lifestyle club. Where the men are rugged, forged by the
elements, and cowboy masters of seduction. Where the
women they meet are feisty, headstrong, and
courageous enough to enter their Dom’s world, taking a
chance to submit to the one man they find they cannot
live without. This is the complete collection of the original
eight full-length sultry, steamy Western romances. It
includes… HIS UNEXPECTED LOVE: Jenna & Carter,
The Beginning Carter has been invited to Pleasure
Island, a lifestyle themed resort on a private island in the
Bahamas. His plans for the week include indulging in the
finer points of life – mainly bedroom activities, and lots of
it. He's a man used to dominating a woman in every way
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imaginable, and then receiving praise and thanks from
his selected bed mate for his prowess. That all changes
when he runs into Jenna. HIS SCANDALOUS LOVE
Carter is a simple man. He loves his ranch, his horses,
and dominating women in the bedroom. Yet for the past
year, he has become a monk. And all because of Jenna,
a woman he had an unforgettable week with a year ago,
who vanished from his life without a trace and left him
reeling. When he discovers Jenna practically on his
doorstep, Carter moves heaven and earth to draw her
back into his life. HIS WICKED LOVE Mason is in a
pickle. He and his brother are the co-owners of the Black
Elkhorn Lodge and Resort. Their dream stands at the
precipice of utter ruin because their previous chef
embezzled every dime of savings they had. In a lastditch effort to save his business from the brink of
annihilation, Mason hires a new chef for their restaurant;
sight unseen. Nothing can prepare him for Emily, the redhaired siren who waltzes into his resort, carting a set of
chef knives and demanding to see her new kitchen. HIS
UNTAMED LOVE Visiting the Black Elkhorn Lodge and
Resort is Mia’s last option. She’s bordering on a
nervous breakdown. And, to make matters worse, she
has the foulest case of writer’s block in the history of the
world. But she isn’t prepared for the surly, sexy cowboy
– who looks like her every dark fantasy come alive –
riding into her life on his trusty steed. Cole has only loved
one woman in all his thirty-five years, until he lost her
forever and swore he would never love another. That is,
until Mia Evans, the burned-out, anxiety ridden author,
needing to get away from her real life, nearly runs him
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over with her car. HIS TEMPTING LOVE Cora has a
plan: move to a new town and make a better life for
herself and her son. As a single mom, she’s not looking
for a relationship of any kind. But then she never
expected to have the sexy Garrett offer her a night of
uninhibited pleasure with no strings attached. Garrett
never expected Cora’s surrender to his touch to be so
sweet – or tempt him to want more than just a single
night. HIS SEDUCTIVE LOVE Layla never imagined
living in Jackson Hole until she inherited her
grandfather’s veterinary practice. But at least there’s a
lifestyle club available where she can get her so-notvanilla needs met. And yet, there isn’t a single cowboy
at the club who makes her stop and take notice… until the
night she gets called in for an emergency at Hunt Trail
Rides and runs into the owner. He’s big and brawny,
looking more like a throwback to a Scottish raider than a
modern-day cowboy. And then there’s the little fact that
he kisses her brainless in under five seconds. That has
to be a world record. HIS SECRET LOVE (plus Bonus
Scene) Meghan has a plan for her life, and it does not
involve falling in love. She doesn’t have the time, nor the
inclination. She’s too busy trying to save the world. But
when a freak snowstorm puts her in the path of a man
she has secretly been fascinated with for years, she is
forced to reconsider her stance on dating. Spencer is
rude and obnoxious, with his bad boy swagger, but then
he rescues her when she gets stranded on the side of
the road, like a knight in tarnished armor, and sweeps
her away to his house to ride out the blizzard. As the
storm rages around them, they surrender to a passion
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hotter than the sun. HIS CHERISHED LOVE Rayna’s
entire life is a lie. She avoids relationships as if they were
the plague – mainly because the people who get close to
her wind up dead. And yet her newest next door
neighbor, the sexy, stoic Jack, is making her want to
break all her rules. The problem is, he’s a cop, and she
doesn’t know how long it will take before her past
catches up to her and all her secrets are revealed.
Publisher’s Note: This steamy collection of eight fulllength novellas includes themes of power exchange.
Jovanna Darling knows exactly what she wants from
life--excitement and adventure. With her flair for accents
and disguises, she hoodwinks her brother, who runs the
Darling Security Agency in Galveston, into letting her
become one of his agents. Against his better judgment,
and behind their father's back, she becomes one of his
best operatives. After his newly purchased and
renovated railroad is robbed four times in two months,
Braeden MacAllister thinks someone may be out to ruin
him financially. The morning he decides to hire Darling
Security, he is almost run down in the street by an out of
control wagon. Now he thinks someone may want him
dead. When Braeden meets the charming Jovanna
Darling, he has no idea she will be the woman who not
only solves the mysteries, but changes his whole idea
about love.
Terrified of men from a young age, Lady Tabitha Maxwell
has hidden in the shadows nearly all of her life. Tabby
has since grown beyond that fear, but she still prefers
the safety the darkness offers, especially since she has
no wish to do as her father commands and marry her
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reprobate cousin. Her anonymity has also allowed her to
cultivate a very successful – and extremely secret –
career as the notorious gossip columnist, Lady A. Lord
Joshua Bradford, the second son of the Marquess of
Nye, is in something of a bind. A former navy man, Josh
has been summoned home after his wastrel brother,
Giles, perishes in a duel, leaving Josh as the heir. Now,
Josh is in need of a wife – quickly – since it is quite
possible Giles already sired an heir with an unsuitable
woman. The task of finding a bride, however, would be a
good deal easier if Josh could convince Lady A to cease
writing about him in her infernal column. One night, Josh
discovers Tabby’s secret and threatens to expose her. If
he reveals the truth about Lady A, he can stop the
rumors and finally find a proper wife. However, doing so
will cost Tabby everything and leave her an outcast,
something he isn’t certain he desires. Does Josh remain
silent about what he knows, reveal the truth, or can he
make a deal with the notoriously skittish Tabby and force
her to find him a suitable bride so that they can both
have what they most desire? This 131,500 word novel is
written in the modern, Regency romance style for a
slightly hotter and sexier read. It may not be appropriate
for younger audiences.
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